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Kapitel 6: 

Graduation came eventually and Izuku got his hero license, he got a special permit
because he had defeated AFO and Shigaraki.

Katsuki and Eijiro graduated too, but their licenses were held back until they could get
their practical exams done.

Now they had to decide what to do. Where would they live? They didn’t want to be
separated but Izuku’s apartment was too small, and while Eijiro and Katsuki had
bigger houses they could potentially live in, it would not be a long time solution.

Well, this was until All Might offered a place to stay for the three of them. It was a
graduation gift for the three. They were all super grateful for that. Izuku couldn’t
believe it.

The first thing Eijiro and Katsuki did, when they saw the oversized bed, was to
decorate it. They made it into a super comfortable nest, they wanted only the best for
Izuku. They knew that he had still trouble sleeping. That’s why Inko moved into the
guest room. She wanted to be close to her son. At least until he finally felt better.

Katsuki and Eijiro were okay with that. They understood that Izuku was going through
something difficult. If he needed his mother, then they wouldn’t separate the two.

Izuku got, with the help of Mei Hatsume, a new arm and after a while he started to
work as a hero. All Might was helping him with opening an agency et cetera.

Katsuki and Eijiro started to help out in the agency. They did the paperwork that soon
came in. Even though it annoyed Katsuki greatly that he was bound to the desk, he did
it anyway to support his mate.
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April came and Katsuki and Eijiro did a few courses of yoga and Pilates to keep
themselves fit, they wanted to try both, but they figured Pilates was more their thing,
Katsuki wasn’t calm enough to hold yoga positions.

Momo, Ochako and Mina accompanied them to the courses whenever they had time,
they were hyped to do stuff with them.

Katsuki was at first a bit irritated why they suddenly wanted to do stuff together, but
Eijiro explained to him, that they were just being good friends, and they wanted to
spend time with them.

Many evenings on which Izuku were gone, other classmates joined them, to keep
them company, if they had time to spare, they all were working hard to establish their
presence in the hero world.

Denki and Hanta came over frequently. They played sometimes video games
together, or watched movies, helped with the cooking et cetera. It was by the way
super helpful to have Inko around. She took care of the pregnant omegas and she
made them super delicious food most of the time.

Momo came over too – more to Katsuki’s irritation since she wasn’t really part of his
friend group before – she convinced them to some wellness days, which was totally
confusing Katsuki. He didn’t want at first. Why would he do that? Especially with
Momo all of a sudden. They made him sometimes feel like he was terminally ill or
something, and not just pregnant.

But Momo insisted that they take a few days off to just relax and Eijiro had Katsuki
convinced to do that, eventually.

Now Katsuki and Eijiro were sitting in loungers with facemasks on and in fluffy
bathrobes and relaxed, some guys were massaging their feet at the moment and it
was damn weird for Katsuki at first, but it was indeed relaxing. He had grabbed Eijiro’s
hand and squeezed it, the redhead grinned widely and returned the squeezing.

On nights were Izuku was home, sometimes Ochako, Tenya, Shoto and Tsuyu would
come over. Tenya kept Katsuki and Eijiro updated on everything happening in the
hero world. Sometimes he and Izuku would go on parades about the newest events.

It was at times like this where Izuku was the old, cheery Izuku he was at the beginning
of their high school time. He seemed to forget about the fight with AFO and Shigaraki
and he was focused on hero news and politics.

Ochako asked, if she could touch their bellies one night and Katsuki was again
irritated by that, but he eventually allowed it and Ochako squealed in happiness.
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Tsuyu asked too and she was also really happy, when they allowed it.

They had also a birthday party for Katsuki, now he was nineteen …

After living together for two months now – almost six month into their pregnancy –
Izuku finally relaxed and he slept easier when they were with him. Inko had showed
them some tricks to calm Izuku down and with that, they managed to help him
greatly.

Izuku loved it to be close to his two mates. He loved to snuggle against their growing
bellies. Slowly but surely he could sense the pups more clearly and he always let out a
delighted chuffing when the little ones moved.

Katsuki and Eijiro went to the doctor regularly and they got a lot of ultrasound
pictures. The pups were alright and this made them really happy.

Mitsuki eventually came around too. Masaru brought her with him one time and
Katsuki was really surprised. Mitsuki was still not a fan of all of this, but she was
impressed, how well Katsuki, Izuku and Eijiro managed the situation.

Inko and All Might, as well as the Kirishimas and Masaru pitched now and then in when
it came to money. Izuku’s agency was still too small to make a living for his family, but
they got more and more jobs and it got easier.

But it wasn’t all easy-peasy lemon-squeezy, even though Izuku was doing much better,
now that he had constant distractions, on the nights he didn’t work, it all came back.
Sometimes he would scream and wake up the other two. He would enter a crying fit
and they didn’t know how to handle that. They would call Inko and even she couldn’t
do much.

Katsuki and Eijiro begged the alpha to tell them what was tormenting him all the time,
but he wouldn’t tell, no matter what.

It was hard to watch for the two omegas and when they had their therapy sessions
they would talk about it. Izuku apologized profusely for causing them so much
trouble. He felt absolutely terrible, but he still refused to talk about it.

Izuku was home for the week because hit rut came up. He was lying in the nest and
Katsuki and Eijiro were with him. He felt terrible, he wanted to have sex with his
mates, but since they were pregnant, they wouldn’t enter their normal heats.
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Instead Eijiro and Katsuki entered a warm heat – warm heats occurred for different
reasons, for example when the body was preparing for reproduction, but wasn’t quite
ready yet, or when the omega was already pregnant, and their partner was in a rut,
most of the time the first couple of heats after a pregnancy were also warm heats.
Omegas in warm heats were not really sexual, but they were very cuddly and snuggly
and they needed a lot of love. They would nest even more than usual or in a sexual
heat.

They entered their warm heats because of Izuku’s rut, they released a sweet, but not
very seductive scent and they helped Izuku to turn his rut into a non-sexual rut. Most
of the time they would just cuddle up to him and they would calm him down.

Izuku was lying in this absolutely heavenly nest that his mates had build for him. Lots
of plushies, pillows and blankets were in it and everything was so soft, it helped Izuku
greatly to stay calm.

Katsuki snuggled next to him, while Eijiro was up and prepared with Inko’s help a
meal. Izuku had pushed Katsuki’s shirt up and he pressed his ear on Katsuki’s stomach,
he hummed while doing that and Katsuki purred. He felt so damn good at the
moment. He felt the pup kicking a little and he smiled.

He rubbed over Izuku’s back, while Izuku rubbed over the belly. “You know I love you,
yeah?” Katsuki mumbled to him.

Izuku smiled and chuffed. “And I love you” he answered.

Eijiro entered the room with the food and three bottles of water. He sat on Izuku’s
other side. “Here, Izuku, you need to eat and drink.” He told him.

Izuku nodded and he ate what Eijiro gave him. But suddenly, he felt tears rising up in
him, they ran over his cheeks and dripped onto his pants.

“Hey, babe, what’s wrong?” Katsuki asked while he snuggled closer to Izuku.

“I …” he started but he was shaken by another wave of sadness. “I killed them” it
finally broke out of him.

The omegas gasped. “What do you mean?” Eijiro asked.

“All for One … a-and Shigaraki. D-during the battle … I-I had to kill them.”

Katsuki’s eyes widened. “What? B-but they said they were still in prison?”

“They lied. The government don’t want anyone to know that I killed them, I’m not
supposed to talk about it … but I can’t keep that any longer!” Eijiro took the food
away from him and Izuku sunk down into the pillows again.
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He cried more and more and both of them snuggled close to him. His body was
shaking heavily and he just couldn’t stop it.

“They made you keep that a secret all this time?” Katsuki was shocked and furious
that the government would burden a teenager with this, and made him promise to
not tell anyone. This was madness!

“Do you want to tell us what happened?” Eijiro asked.

Still shaking Izuku nodded. “I managed to convince Shigaraki to leave AFO, to help me
defeat him, and together it was possible to bring him down.” He started. More tears
flowing out of his eyes.

“But even though AFO died, he just took over Shigaraki’s body via the remnants of
himself inside of him. He took over and that’s when he touched my arm. I had to cut it
off …”

They were absolutely shocked to hear that. “Shigaraki begged me, to end him, to end
AFO and when I was about to deliver the last blow, AFO appeared again. He …”

Izuku pressed his hand on his mouth, even more tears ran down his face. “He smiled at
me a-and he told me, he’s my father.”

Katsuki and Eijiro gasped. What was Izuku talking? All for One was supposed to be his
father? But his father was Hisashi Midoriya! “He told me, that he used this alias a long
time ago. I should check up on Hisashi Midoriya … with that, he put a hand on my face
and pain shot through my head. I punched him blindly with everything I got and … I
killed him too.”

“I-I don’t understand, Izuku, why would he say he is your father?” Katsuki sat up and
looked at Deku.

Eijiro was lying on his side and he supported his body with his elbow. “But it’s true …
during my time in the hospital I let Hawks do a check up on Hisashi Midoriya.” He
gulped heavily. “He wasn’t at his work place for over eight years. This would line up
with the first fight of All Might and All For One. And then I had a talk with the vessels
and Yoichi – the first user and AFO’s younger brother – confirmed that the picture of
‘Hisashi Midoriya’ was indeed that of his brother. AFO had randomly chosen a woman
to give birth to an heir … This woman happened to be my mother and I … I am indeed
All for One’s son” he broke down crying again.

Katsuki and Eijiro stared at him in absolute shock, they couldn’t believe that Izuku had
to carry all of that alone. Of course he was going to space out. Katsuki could
remember, how he had felt when the League had kidnapped him. It had messed with
his head quite bad, he couldn’t even begin imagine how it was for Izuku now. To know
that his own father was Japan’s super villain number one.

“But that’s not all” Izuku sat up in bed. He lifted his left hand and suddenly, energy
gathered in his hands. But it wasn’t OFA’s normal bright energy, no, this energy was
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dark and cold and terrifying.

“What the fuck is that?” Katsuki asked.

“All for One” Izuku mumbled.

“WHAT?” they both exclaimed.

Izuku nodded simply. “Yes … during his last ‘attack’ on me, he transferred the quirk to
me. That means, his vestige and Shigaraki’s vestige too, are inside of my head. He’s
tormenting me … That’s why I am sometimes … not there. I need to try to focus on
keeping him back.” Izuku sounded absolutely defeated. “He wants me to do bad
things, to use his power, but I don’t want to … I don’t want to use this terrible quirk
ever in my life. But I-I can’t just give it away either. Who would want a quirk like that?
Who could handle it in the first place, when AFO is in your head all the time?”

“This is absolutely terrible!” Katsuki mumbled. “I am so fucking pissed that you had to
keep something like that a secret.”

“Yeah, that’s insane. But thank you for telling us. We will try our best to support you”
Eijiro hugged him.

“Thank you guys” Izuku pulled them both closer and they snuggled up again.
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